
Wolf Hunt (a 1 hour, first tier job adventure) 
Hook: town job-board: Farmer Dale calls for help rooting out a den of wolves that are 
threatening his herds.  Pay 10gp for completing the job plus 1gp per hide. 
 
Scene 1: What is the Job? 
Party meets with farmer Dale and his wife, Gwen, at his home.  He has an heavily bandaged leg 
and he gets around on a pair of crutches. He informs them that he lost a couple cows and 
several sheep and was injured by the pack when he tried setting traps for them near the 
pastures.  The large leader of the pack tore open his leg, but he managed to climb up a tree and 
wait until they left.  His hound wasn’t so lucky.  (party may attempt to inspect or heal wound: 
Dale shows his lower calf slashed to the muscle by wolf teeth.  An attempt to heal will 
restore the wound and allow Dale to walk properly, but will also reveal the cursed nature 
of the bite (Werewolf) which will require a Remove Curse spell to cure) 
He is not much of a fighter beyond the odd tavern brawl and wasn’t planning to tangle with a 
wolf pack alone even before being injured.  He regrets that he can’t pay much but offers 
hospitality and 10 gp for riding the farm of the pack and 1gp per hide the party can bring him. 
 
What Farmer Dale Knows:  
-Most of the pack’s attacks have been on the livestock in the pasturelands, though at least once, 

they tried to get at the chickens near the farmhouse.  Gwen credits the wolfsbane 
flowers in her garden with scaring off the pack from the farmhouse.  
-He is sure there are at least three of them, probably more guarding any pups. 
-Wolves usually hole up in a cave near water and game, probably in the woods near the 

river. 
-Leader wolf that injured him is much larger than the others. 

 
Scene 2: Can the party find the Wolf Pack and their den?  
Dale and wife tell party about the landscape.  The farm has several large fields for feed crops, 
but most of their livelihood is from the cattle and sheep which pasture in the open fields 
bordering the woods.  There are low walls of piled stones separating the fields.  Gwen offers a 
clipping of wolfsbane to each of the party as a talisman. 
Party can explore the farm and surrounding lands looking for signs of the wolves. 

Farmhouse/yard: Nature check DC 25 reveals tracks leading to the woods, lower shows 
only a mess of tracks of all the traffic around the house.  

Pastures: locate remains of recently torn animal, Nature check DC 10-14 shows tracks 
heading towards woods, fields, and river. DC 15-18 shows most head toward River and there 
are more than three wolves.  DC 19+ party sights 2 wolves prowling the outskirts.  Wolves 
attempt to flee from party if seen, but fight if cornered.  

Grain fields: very little wolf sign, Nature check DC 18 reveals one set of tracks leading 
towards the woodlands.  1 wolf may be found but attempts to flee the party 

Woodlands: Lots of game trails, but dense woods makes for poor visibility. Nature check 
DC 13 locates signs of hunting pack which can be tracked back to wolves den.  Group 
perception 15 to find pack before pack finds party.  If pack attacks, Party is surprised (1d6+3 
wolves) 



River: Nature check DC 15 locates den near tributary stream, (if role is 20 or over the 
wolves appear unaware of the party, less than 15 and the wolves surprise the party) If party 
finds den before finding the hunting wolves, the pack returns during fight. 
Scene 3: Can the party defeat the wolf pack and Werewolf? (for higher level party or 
difficulty, wolves may be direwolves or winter wolves) 

The den is a small cave made a half-fallen tree.  Several wolves hang around to protect 
and raise the 3 pups while the others hunt.  Among those resting in the shade is an enormous 
grey-furred wolf, nearly twice the size of the others. 
(Some wolves may be found and fought in the woods or pasture.  Den wolves begin fight 
by howling an alarm to the rest of the pack, any wolves hunting return to join the fight as 
it progresses (1-2 wolves appear per round until all have arrived if party has not already 
found them) They focus on protecting the pups from the party)  

2-6 wolves guard the den, another 1d6+3 can be found hunting the pastures or woods 
Pack leader is a werewolf in full wolf form.  When attacked, he polymorphs into his hybrid form 
to defend the pack revealing himself as a werewolf.  (party may use a bonus action to rub 
wolfsbane on their weapons. (treat if they were silvered for duration of fight)) 
 
Scene 4: Twist: Can the party save Farmer Dale or defeat him? 
When Werewolf dies he reveals that he already passed on his curse to another. (Party should 
realize Farmer Dale’s injury, but may be surprised if they do not)  
-If party has not already cured Farmer Dale, He has not yet turned when they arrive back at the 
farmhouse but the party returns to his house to find him in a pained rage as the curse is taking 
hold and his wife panicked.  Can be cured by “remove curse”.   If party does not have access to 
remove curse, they may attempt to get him to the town clerics (have two party members role 
Athletics check to carry him against his Constitution save.  If party succeeds, they get him to the 
clerics who quickly cast Remove Curse over the wound, if they fail he transforms into a hybrid 
werewolf and attacks) 
 
Scene 5: reward (What does the party get) 

-If party successfully removes Farmer Dale’s curse, he and his wife are grateful and offer 
a full cooked meal for the party and let them know they will always be welcome on their 
property.  Party’s reputation in town is also improved once word gets out.  

-Party receives their expected pay of 10gp and 1gp per wolf hide-receive from Gwen if 
they fail to save Dale 

-Party may try to claim wolf pups as pets, or kill to get extra hide 
-If party saves Dale, He pulls down his old hunting bow (shortbow +1) and gifts it to the 

party, claiming his hunting days are behind him, and he was never a good hunter anyway. 
 

Creature Stat blocks Needed: 
Wolf (may also add Direwolf, or Winter Wolf) 
Werewolf 
Commoner 
 
 

 


